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Figure 2: Magnifier uses sampled data to infer sentinels that
predict IP subnets’ ingress or egress points. Magnifier then
validates sentinels at runtime using packet mirroring. This way,
we can greatly extend the coverage of traffic ingress/egress
observations usable by many applications.

enables to map any sampled flow sourced by p as entering via
A—even if observed on a different router.

In addition, Magnifier leverages the hierarchical nature of
the IP space: packets that are “close” in the IP space tend to
be routed similarly. Thus, Magnifier searches for the largest
IP subnets that share the same tags and postulates that all
the IPs in these subnets are routed via the same ingresses or
egresses. We call these largest subnets sentinels. Sentinels
significantly extend the coverage of ingress/egress observation
(compare Fig. 1). However, these sentinels may be incorrect;
sampling may have missed important information, or traffic
may simply be re-routed over time. Therefore, Magnifier uses
mirroring to validate them at runtime.
Validation The key idea behind Magnifier is to validate the
sentinel inferences using negative mirroring; i.e., to deploy
mirroring rules where we expect traffic not to go. Negative
mirroring is efficient because sentinels are often correct in
practice; therefore, we mirror only a little traffic. Fundamen-
tally, this guarantees that Magnifier’s outputs are correct; all
prefixes covered by sentinels either have correctly identified
ingress/egress or carry no traffic. Otherwise, traffic is mirrored,
which provides additional observations and allows Magnifier
to maintain and improve its accuracy over time.
Optimization The main limitation of Magnifier lies in the
number of mirroring rules that can be activated simultane-
ously on one router. By aggregating subnets together, sentinels
effectively limit the number of mirroring rules that must be
deployed, but this remains a constraint for large ISP networks.
Magnifier supports multiple rule deployment strategies to
respect a given rule budget per router while optimizing for
different properties (e.g., IP space coverage).

2.3 Illustrative example

While mirroring rules generate additional traffic, they are
essential to Magnifier, illustrated with an example (Fig. 3):
p0 to p7 are eight /24 prefixes belonging to the same /21; most
of the traffic comes from p0, with sporadic traffic from other
prefixes. Let’s assume that we only sample traffic from p0,

p0 p4 p7

Sampling only � � � � � � � �

Sentinels � ? ? ? � ? ? ?

Mirroring � ( � )( � )( � ) � ( � )( � )( � )

Correct� Probably correct( � ) Uncertain?

Wrong� No information�

Figure 3: Sampling provides information about the sampled
prefixes only. The sentinel inference extends the coverage, but
it is uncertain and can make wrong assumptions without any
means to detect them. With mirroring, these inferences can
be validated, leading to either correct or probable inferences.

which enters at ingress A. One can hypothesize that all p0
traffic enters via A, but nothing can be said about p1 to p7.

Since no sampled packet contradicts this hypothesis, we
infer that all eight /24 enter via A; the whole /21 is a sentinel
for ingress A. This inference is, however, uncertain for seven
/24 prefixes without any data. Some traffic from p4 enters via
another ingress, but as long as we do not sample p4 traffic, we
will not detect the wrong inference.

We now use mirroring to validate the sentinel: all routers
except A mirror packets for the /21. At first, no packet is
mirrored: this indicates either that the sentinel is indeed correct
or that there is no traffic at all on prefixes that would enter via
another ingress. Thus, for the seven prefixes without sampling
data, Magnifier concludes that the ingress is “probably A”.

Finally, ingress router B mirrors packets coming from p4.
Magnifier now learns that the /21 sentinel was incorrect. We
recompute sentinels, which leads to two /22 sentinels, one for
A and one for B. Once the corresponding mirroring rules are
installed, Magnifier confirms that p0 and p4 enter via A and
B respectively, and that p1 to p3 (p5 to p7) probably enter via
A (resp. B) as we would otherwise observe mirrored packets.
Conclusion The mirroring rules are essential to validate the
sampling-based inferences. Once active, Magnifier guarantees
that the inferences are either correct or that prefixes for which
they are wrong do not carry any traffic at all.

3 Ingress & egress identification

In this section, we define the notion of “sentinels” and present
an efficient algorithm to find them (§ 3.1). We then discuss
sentinel subnet size tradeoffs (§ 3.2) and finally show how
Magnifier uses these sentinels to match ingress and egress
observations in sparsely sampled data (§ 3.3).

3.1 Sentinel search and definition

Definition A sentinel is an IP subnet which always enters
or leaves the network via one network device. Therefore, a
sentinel identifies this device whenever a flow from/towards
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Where does my traffic enter and leave the network?
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Easy? 
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Magnifier combines the benefits 

of sampling and mirroring

without their drawbacks
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Sounds great, what is the catch? 

Today’s router resources are a limiting factor

Mirroring rules share resources with other router features

Memory limitations Router memory is limited

Especially if they are actively used

Deployment time Adding/removing large number of rules takes time

Magnifier could generate a lot of mirrored traffic

Controller placement Rule deactivation can be slow in large networks
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Magnifier mitigates the mirroring overhead by...

E.g., focus on validating most active IP space

Memory limitations The operator can specify custom rule priorities

Magnifier can activate them with a single command

Deployment time We pre-deploy all mirroring rules in one iteration

Immediate reaction to received mirrored traffic

Controller placement Sub-controllers at the border deactivate rules quickly

Prioritization of rules according to custom metrics

Activation of pre-deployed rules in batches

Deployment of sub-controllers close to the border
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We performed various simulations and lab experiments

We assume unlimited resources

Simulations Using simulated sampling and mirroring operations

We allow at most 500 mirroring rules on one device

Lab experiments Using Cisco switches in our lab at ETH

We get full insight (ground-truth information)

CAIDA traces Using CAIDA packet traces as input
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We need to assign CAIDA packets (IPs) to ingress points
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Figure 3.14: Covered /24 source prefixes by Magnifier and sampled data in sim-
ulations and on Nexus 9300 switches. random assignment, 1/4096
sampling rate, and 0.1⇥ replay speed.

Setup We use our lab setup (Nexus 9300 switches), which has two main
differences from the simulation: we only have 500 mirroring rules per router,
and there are delays to install and delete rules. We use the random assign-
ment strategy and fill the 500 mirroring rules with the top 500 activity

sentinels. For a fair comparison with the simulation, we consider iteration
times of 60 s. Magnifier needs ⇡20 s to install all mirroring rules and then
activate them. Afterward, we start to delete the rules which mirror packets.
We compare this with the corresponding simulation results i.e., 4 border
routers, 1/4096 sampling rate, and 0.1⇥ replay speed.

Results Figure 3.14 shows the amount of covered /24 prefixes for sampled
data only and the validated sentinels. We first notice that the coverage
for sampled packets in our simulation (297) is slightly higher than on the
switches (268). This can be explained by the different setups. All four ingress
routers run on one Nexus 9300 (Section 3.5.1), which is not transparent to the
sFlow-based sampling unit. Therefore, we get random packet sampling over
all the traffic while the simulation performs packet sampling for each ingress
device independently. This also shows in the achieved coverage values
using the top 500 activity sentinels: ⇡10.4k prefixes in the simulation,
⇡8.7k prefixes on the hardware. We also have to consider that we need
additional time to deploy the mirroring rules on the switch. Thus, a few
more sentinels get invalidated compared to the simulations; and no longer
count to the coverage values. The packet coverage values (not shown) are
also comparable between the simulation (17.0%) and the hardware (16.1%).

Finally, we evaluate the percentage of mirrored traffic. We notice that the
deactivation of active mirroring rules works well. In the worst case (active
rules mirror for the entire 60 s), Magnifier would mirror 2.3% of the overall
traffic. This value is reduced to 1.4% if we start to deactivate rules. However,
we are still above the optimal simulation results (less than 0.1%), where we
can deactivate mirroring instantaneously.

Simulated sampling is 
only an approximation

500 mirroring rules

simulation
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data only and the validated sentinels. We first notice that the coverage
for sampled packets in our simulation (297) is slightly higher than on the
switches (268). This can be explained by the different setups. All four ingress
routers run on one Nexus 9300 (Section 3.5.1), which is not transparent to the
sFlow-based sampling unit. Therefore, we get random packet sampling over
all the traffic while the simulation performs packet sampling for each ingress
device independently. This also shows in the achieved coverage values
using the top 500 activity sentinels: ⇡10.4k prefixes in the simulation,
⇡8.7k prefixes on the hardware. We also have to consider that we need
additional time to deploy the mirroring rules on the switch. Thus, a few
more sentinels get invalidated compared to the simulations; and no longer
count to the coverage values. The packet coverage values (not shown) are
also comparable between the simulation (17.0%) and the hardware (16.1%).

Finally, we evaluate the percentage of mirrored traffic. We notice that the
deactivation of active mirroring rules works well. In the worst case (active
rules mirror for the entire 60 s), Magnifier would mirror 2.3% of the overall
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times of 60 s. Magnifier needs ⇡20 s to install all mirroring rules and then
activate them. Afterward, we start to delete the rules which mirror packets.
We compare this with the corresponding simulation results i.e., 4 border
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Results Figure 3.14 shows the amount of covered /24 prefixes for sampled
data only and the validated sentinels. We first notice that the coverage
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switches (268). This can be explained by the different setups. All four ingress
routers run on one Nexus 9300 (Section 3.5.1), which is not transparent to the
sFlow-based sampling unit. Therefore, we get random packet sampling over
all the traffic while the simulation performs packet sampling for each ingress
device independently. This also shows in the achieved coverage values
using the top 500 activity sentinels: ⇡10.4k prefixes in the simulation,
⇡8.7k prefixes on the hardware. We also have to consider that we need
additional time to deploy the mirroring rules on the switch. Thus, a few
more sentinels get invalidated compared to the simulations; and no longer
count to the coverage values. The packet coverage values (not shown) are
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Finally, we evaluate the percentage of mirrored traffic. We notice that the
deactivation of active mirroring rules works well. In the worst case (active
rules mirror for the entire 60 s), Magnifier would mirror 2.3% of the overall
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Compared to related work, Magnifier generates few mirrored packets 

and does not require end-host support

Up to 5 % of all packets in our simulations

[Everflow] Mirrors packets of every flow (based on TCP flags)

Limited by the available information in sampled data

[Flowyager] Uses Flowtrees to store flow information efficiently

Infeasible in an ISP setting

[Pingmesh] Performs active pings between data center end hosts
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